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My Ex-Wife and Kids Came In Like A Wrecking Ball Chapter 1422–Byron had also 
suggested visiting her at work these days, but she rejected it because she was working. 

This time, when he heard Estelle saying she was not at home often these days, he 
realized that the woman had been dedicating her time to work. 

“Are you free tomorrow at noon? Let’s have lunch together.” 

Byron decided to take Rosalie on a short break from work. 

Rosalie was startled upon hearing the time. Then, she apologized. ‘Tm afraid I can’t 
have lunch with you tomorrow.” “What’s the matter? Is it because you can’t get away 
from work?” 

Rosalie touched her nose guiltily and said, “I have a lunch meeting with Young Master 
Xander tomorrow at noon. It’s about the project.” 

Xander? 

Byron’s mood sank, and his emotion was written on his face. 

Did it mean that even when they were not contacting each other often, that woman had 
been keeping in contact with Xander? 

The words from the old lady from the nursing home flashed across Byron’s mind. 

After all, he and Rosalie were not in the same industry, and Rosalie was a workaholic, 
making their time for each other lesser. 

Aware of this, Byron felt a crisis striking their relationship. 

Realizing Byron was not saying anything, Rosalie tried to explain patiently,” I want to 
stay in the country and accompany Estie. So, I must develop the research institute and 
cooperate with the Lancer family. It’ll benefit the research institute a lot.” 

Byron would certainly not interfere in her career. 

He was displeased to hear that, but he still tolerated it. “I know. I’ll have lunch with you 
some other day. I hope you won’t reject me all the time.” 

Surprised that he would give in so easily, Rosalie agreed with a smile. 



After hanging up, Byron called the little ones and said something. 

The little ones agreed with ease. 

When Rosalie headed downstairs the following morning, she saw that the three little 
ones were already waiting for her in the living room, 1 

Surprised, Rosalie asked, “What’s wrong?” 

She had been getting up early these days, and the children usually got up only when 
she was about to leave the house to say goodbye. 

She had no idea why they woke up so early this morning. 

The kids smiled sweetly. “Mommy, are you busy today as well?” 

Rosalie caressed the little ones’ heads apologetically today. ‘Tm very sorry about it. I 
have too little time to accompany you these days. When I’m done with my job, I’ll take 
you guys out.” 

The little boys nodded, i 

Meanwhile, Estelle stared at Rosalie’s neck. 

Noticing the little girl’s line of sight, Rosalie frowned in a puzzle and touched her bare 
neck. “Estie, is there something wrong with my neck?” 

Estelle looked aggrieved. “Why aren’t you wearing the necklace?” 

Startled, Rosalie froze but soon realized what the little girl meant. She was talking about 
the necklace Byron gave her as a gift. 

“I can’t wear jewelry at work,” she patiently explained to Estelle. 

However, Estelle was still stubborn. “Is it because you don’t like the necklace?” 

Rosalie shook her head subconsciously. 

‘You must dislike Daddy, then!” Estelle pouted her lips in grief and lowered her head 
pitifully. “Mommy, please don’t dislike Daddy…” 

Rosalie looked at the little girl and felt confused. 

She had explained everything, but the little one did not seem to buy it. 



As she was in a hurry to leave, she had no choice but to give in and go upstairs to wear 
the necklace. 

A smile gradually appeared on the little girl’s face after Rosalie put the necklace on. 
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